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Abstract. We have performed new calculationsof the Previousestimatesof radiative forcing [IPCC, 1995]
radiative forcing due to changesin the concentrations have not necessarily been based on consistent model
of the most important well mixed greenhousegases conditions.
This work presentsnew calculations of radiative forc(WMGG) sincepre-industrialtime. Three radiative
transfer models are used. The radiative forcing due to ing due to the most important WMGG, usinga consisCO2, includingshortwaveabsorption,is 15%lowerthan tent set of models and assumptions. Three radiative
the previous IPCC estimate. The radiative forcing due transferschemes
are used,a line-by-line(LBL) model,

to all the WMGG is calculatedto 2.25 Wm -2, which a narrow-bandmodel(NBM) and a broadband model
we estimate to be accurate to within about 5%. The
(BBM). IPCC [1990]presentedsimplifiedexpressions
importanceof the CFCs is increasedby about 20% rel- relating the radiative forcingto the changein concenative to the total effect of all WMGG compared to pre- tration and initial concentration of the WMGG. The
vious estimates. We present updates to simple forcing- coefficientsof the simplified expressionsmust also be
concentration relationshipspreviously used by IPCC.
reviewed when discrepanciesarise between the IPCC
1.

estimatesof radiative forcing and more recent calculations. New coefficientsare suggestedbasedon the new
model results. Only the direct forcingdue to a change

Introduction

The radiative forcing due to changes in the well-

in WMGG

concentration

is considered here.

mixed greenhouse
gases(WMGG) from pre-industrial
times to the present day has been estimated to be

2.45Wm-•, carbondioxidebeingthemajorcontributor
(64% of total) [IPCC, 1995]. However,severalstudies
have sinceshown a lower radiative forcing due to CO2

2.

Models

and

Methods

The LBL model [Edwards,1992]is usedto calculate
optical depths and radiative fluxes are calculated as in

than the IPCC [1995]estimate[Cesset al., 1993;Pin- the work of Myhre and Stordal[1997]. The NBM is
hock et al., 1995; Myhre and Stordal, 1997; Mitchell and

the 10cm-• narrow band radiative transfer scheme of

Johns,1997]. Recentcalculationsalsoshowa higher Shine [1991]. In this study, the schemeis used with
radiative forcing due to most of the halocarbonscom- spectralband data from HITRAN-1996 exceptfor CFCfrom Christidis
pared to IPCC [1995][Pinnock
et a1.,.1995;Hansenet 11, which usesthe averagecross-section
al., 1997a; Myhre and Stordal, 1997; Christidis et al., et al. [1997]and CFC-12, whichis from HITRAN-92.
1997].IPCC[1994]commented
that somerecentstudies The BBM includesabout 50 bandsamongall the trace
[e.g. Shi andFan, 1992;Lelieveldet al., 1993]indicated gasesof importancefor modellingof the terrestrial rathat the radiative forcing due to CH4 could be as much diation. This model is also describedin Myhre and
$tordal[1997].The LBL modeland the BBM usespecas 20% higherthan the IPCC [1990;1995]estimate.
Radiative forcing is a valuablefirst order estimate for
comparing the influenceof different radiatively active
componentson the Earths' radiation balance, assuming
that the stratospheric temperatures are allowed to adjust to the radiativeperturbation[Hansenet al., 1997a].
Copyright1998by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

troscopic data for the halocarbons from the HITRAN-

96 database,and for the other WMGG as in Myhre and
$tordal[1997].
In this study, radiative forcing is calculated as the
differencebetweenirradiancesin the pre-industrial and
present day atmospheredue to changein the concentrationsof WMGG as describedin IPCC [1995]. The
full definitionof radiativeforcingincludesstratosphe•ic
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temperatureadjustment[IPCC, 1995].However,radia-
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tive forcing prior to this adjustment is often used in
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the intercomparison of radiation schemessince it is less Table 2. Global-Mean Adjusted Cloudy Sky Radiacomputationally expensive. We refer to these forcings tive Forcing(in Wm-2)
as "adjusted" and "instantaneous" respectively.
NBM

Myhre and Stordal[1997]and Freckletonet al. [1998]
have shown that for global radiative forcing calculations, it is not su•cient to use a single vertical profile.

Freckletonet al. [1998]haveshownthat three vertical
profiles(a tropical profileand northernand southern
hemisphereextratropicalprofiles)can representglobal
calculations su•ciently. These profiles are used for
all calculations in this study, except for the adjusted
BBM forcing calculationswhere a horizontal resolution
of 100 in longitudinal and latitudinal directionsand the
samemeteorologicalinput data as in Myhre and Stordal

[1997]are used.

3. Comparison of the radiative transfer
schemes

CO•
CH4
N20
CFC-11
CFC-12

1.370
0.578
0.134
0.0757
0.164

NBM

altered

1.313 (-4.2)
0.578 (-0.1)
0.130 (-2.5)
0.0692(-8.6)
0.171 (4.3)

CFC-13
CFC-113
CFC- 114
CFC-115
HCFC-22
CC14
CH3CC13
CF4
C2F6
SF6
TOT

BBM

1.322 (0.7)
0.500 (-13.5)
0.119 (-8.7)
0.0646(-6.6)
0.162 (-5.3)
0.0011
0.0249
0.0063
0.0018
0.0186
0.0173
0.0070
0.0067
0.0008
0.0016
2.247

Changes in the concentrations of the WMGG are as in
Table 1 showsthe instantaneousclear sky radiative
Table 1. NBM altered and BBM results include stratoforcing due to changesin the concentrationsof several spheric decay of the WMGG.
the
WMGG
agreement
calculated
between
using
allthe
three
three
models
models.
is very
Forgood.
COs
The 'altered NBM' has been adjusted for the effectsof
solarabsorptionby CO•, decayof the gasesin the stratoFor the other WMGG, the BBM and the LBL model sphere,CFC-12 absorptionband strengthfrom HITRANdiffer by at most 7.7%, which is the deviation for CF4. 96, basedon resultsfrom the BBM. Relative differences,
in %, are givenfor the altered NBM resultsrelative to the
The agreement between the NBM and LBL schemesis NBM results and for the BBM results relative to the NBM
also good, to within about 6%, exceptfor CH4, where altered results.

the disagreementis 12%. The NBM is most accurate
for the weak-line limit and the strong-line limit; however for the present atmospheric abundanceof CH4 the
absorption lies between these two limits. As mentioned
earlier, severalother modelsreport a higher forcing for
CH4, consistentwith the NBM; we suggestthat this
cluster of high forcingsmay be due to the problem of
narrow band models in this absorptionregime as iden-

Table 1. Global-Mean Instantaneous Clear Sky Ra-

diativeForcing(in Wm-" Due to Changesin the

titled by Ramanathanet al. [1987]. There is similar
problem for N•O, but the overestimation is smaller as
the abundance of N•O is closer to the weak-line limit.

The integrated band strength of CFC-12 used in the

NBM (HITRAN-92) is 8% lowerthan in the LBL and
the BBM. This is alsoreflectedin the forcingbecause
of the almost linear relationshipbetweenradiative forcing and band strength for the halocarbons. In total,
the agreementbetweenthe three modelsis well within
10%, except for CH4.

Mixing Ratios of SeveralGreenhouseGasesfrom PreIndustrial

to Present
LBL

Conditions
NBM

4. Updated radiative forcings
Table 2 showsthe adjustedcloudyradiativeforcing

BBM

calculated for the NBM and the BBM. The BBM takes

CO2
CH4
N•.O
CFC-11
CFC-12
CFC-13
CFC-113
CFC-114
CFC-115
HCFC-22
CCl4
CF4
SF6

1.759
0.625
0.150
0.0886
0.204
0.0014
0.0338

1.790 (1.8)
0.702 (12.4)
0.160 (6.1)
0.0911 (2.8)
0.196 (-3.7)

0.0078
0.0023
0.0230
0.0223
0.0071
0.0021

1.800 (2.3)
0.651 (4.2)
0.154 (2.6)
0.0871 (-1.7)
0.211 (3.6)
0.0014(-1.6)
0.0328 (-3.0)
0.0082
0.0024
0.0241
0.0235
0.0077
0.0022

(5.1)
(4.6)
(4.8)
(5.4)
(7.7)
(1.4)

Relative differences,in %, for the NBM and BBM results relative to the LBL results. The mixing ratios of the

WMGG are taken from IPCC [1995]and are assumedto
be constant throughout the atmosphere.

into accountthe decayin concentrationof someof these
gaseswith height in the stratosphere,while the NBM
considersconstant profiles of the WMGG. The BBM

alsoincludessolarabsorption
by CO2,yielding4% lower
forcing than the NBM. The longwavecomponentsfor
both modelsare almost identical. The absorptionof
solarradiation in the troposphereyieldsa positiveradiative forcingat the tropopause.This effectis however
weakdue to overlapwith water vapourand a high reference concentration of COs. The absorption in the
stratospherethereforedominates,leadingto a shortwaveforcingof-0.11 Wm -•, aboutthe sameor somewhat larger than the averageof GCM calculationsin
Cesset al. [1993]. Howeverthe shortwaveabsorption
due to COs reducesthe longwavecoolingof the strato-
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sphere significantly,and therefore increasesthe longwave radiative flux from the stratosphereto the tropo-

10

sphere,contributing
a positiveforcingof 0.05.Wm-2.

8•
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The net forcingdue to inclusionof solarabsorptionby
CO• is -0.06 Wm-2.

For CH4, N20, CFC-11,and CFC-12cloudsreduce
the forcingby 5-7% morein the BBM than in the
NBM. The high cloudsin the BBM are more black .} 4-

than thosein the NBM and thereforehavea greater
effect on the forcing. CO2 is less affectedby clouds

thanthe otherWMGG [Myhreand$tordal,1997].The

2-

effect of stratospherictemperature adjustment differs
by lessthan 2% between the two models. Investiga-

o

tionsusingthe BBM demonstrated
that inclusion
of

200

decayin the stratospheredecreasesthe forcingfor N20,
CFC-11, and CFC-12 by 3%, 9%, and 4%, respectively.
When this differencein profiles between the NBM and
BBM and the differencein band strength for CFC-12

discussed
previouslyis takeninto account(the "altered"
NBM columnin Table 2), the two modelsagreeto better than 10%, except for CH4.
The radiative forcingfor severalWMGG now shows
considerable
differences
from the previousIPCC [1995]
estimates. For CO2, the IPCC estimate is 18% higher
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value. The IPCC estimate did not include solar absorption by CO2 nor did it include the effect of stratospheric
adjustment. In a recent GCM study, Mitchell and Johns
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IPCCestimate
whiletheNBMvalues
are18%higher.
For most of the halocarbonsa forcinghigherthan that
in IPCC [1995]has been calculated,this effectbeing
particularly pronouncedfor CFC-11 and CFC-12. As a
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pared to the other WMGG is increasedhere. The total radiative forcingdue to WMGG calculatedwith the Figure 1. Radiative forcing as a function of concentration for CO2, CH4, and N20, from the NBM, BBM,

BBM is2.25Wm-2, 0.2Wm -2 and0.2-0.3Wm-2 lower

Hansen et al. [1988], IPCC [1990], and usingexpres-

thantheIPCCestimate
andHansen
etal.[1997b],
re- sion
from
IPCC[1990]
andnew
constants
derived
from
spectively.We estimatean uncertaintyin the forcingof calculationsfor the NBM and BBM.
about 5% based on the difference between the NBM and

BBM adjustedforcingsand the BBM and LBL instancalculatedwith new cotaneousforcings. The uncertainty in the forcing due to basedon the IPCC expressions
efficients
derived
from
the
two
models. The IPCC exindividualgasesis higher,of order 10%.
pressionsand coefficientsare shown in Table 3. It is
an overall good agreementbetweenthe NBM and BBM
5. Simplified expressions
calculationsand the IPCC expressionswith new coeffiThe differences between our model results and the excientsfor CO2, CH4, and N20, with poorestagreement
pressions
from IPCC and Hansenet al. [1988]for CO2, for large concentrationsof the three WMGG. Based on
N20, and CH4 are illustrated for a wide range of con- the NBM and BBM calculations as well as the LBL calcentrations in Figure 1. This figure also showsresults culations our best estimates for new coefficients to the
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3. Simplifiedexpressions
usedin IPCC [1990] Christidis, N., M.D. Hurley, S. Pinnock, K.P. Shine, and
T.J. Wallington, Radiative forcing of climate change by
(Table 2.2)

Table

CFC-11 and possibleCFC replacements, J. Geophys. Res.,

Trace

Simplied expression

gas

Radiative forcing, AF,

Constants a

IPCC

Wm -•'

102, 19,597-19,610, 1997.

Best estimate Edwards, D.P., GENLN2:
this work a

A general line-by-line atmospheric transmittance and radiance model, NCAR Tech.

Note, NCAR/TN-367-/-STR,

CO2

AF=c• ln(C / C0)

6.3

5.35

CH4

AF=a (x/'--•'x/-'•o)-

0.036

0.036

0.14

0.12

(f(M,No)-f(Mo,No))

N20

AF=a (V/-•--v/-Y•o)
(f(Mo,N)-f(Mo,No))

CFC-11
b AF=a (X-X0)

0.22

0.25

CFC-12

0.28

0.33

AF=a (X-X0)

f(M,N)=0.47ln[l+2.01x10-5(MN)ø'75+5.31x10-•SM(MN)•'•2]
C is CO2 in ppmv
M is CH4 in ppbv
N is N20 in ppbv
X is CFC in ppbv
The subscript 0 denotes the unperturbed concentration.
•Based

on the NBM

and BBM

results

the uncertainties

associatedwith the constantsare assumedto be 1% for CO2,

10% for CH4, 5% for N20 and CFC-11, and 3% for CFC-12.
bThe same expressionis used for all CFCs, but with different

values for c•.

IPCC expressionsare shownin Table 3. For CO2 we
have chosen the coefficients based on the BBM

calcu-

lations, which is lower than the one derived from the
NBM, due to inclusionof solar absorptionby CO2 only
in the BBM.

6.

Summary
Three radiative

transfer models are used to estimate

the radiativeforcingdueto the WMGG. The radiative
forcingdue to CO2 is found to be about 15076
lower
than the IPCC

estimate.

On the other hand the ra-

diative forcing due to the CFCs are higher than the
IPCC estimates,especiallyfor CFC-11 and CFC-12 (between 10% and 25% higher and somewhatmodel de-

pendent).IPCC hasusedsimplifiedexpressions
for the
radiative forcing of the WMGG. We recommendnew
constantsfor these expressionsresulting from our cal-
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